
Port Event Start End Location

Boat Safety Drill 5:00 PM

Bon Voyage Cocktail Party     Sponsored by Microsoft 7:00 PM 8:00 PM Coral Lounge

Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano

Port Event Start End Location
Mastering Your Inbox     Speaker: Don McAllister

Become the master of your own inbox by learning the skills and attitude you need to conquer high-volume email! As we 
become increasingly swamped by the deluge of emails from all quarters, this session will give you the tools and 
techniques to allow you to tame the torrent and allow you to master your inbox.
  • Why you need to control your email habits
  • How to process your email faster and more effectively
  • Using filters and rules to automate repetitive work
  • Techniques for managing your email addiction
  • Meet your new best friend: the delete key
  • Why it’s OK to switch off your email and when to do it!

8:30 AM 10:00 AM Coral Lounge

Digital Photo Workflow: Shoot and Edit Like a Pro!     Speaker: Lesa King

How do you capture and translate the sight that motivated you to snap it into a memorable photo? Whether you’re 
using a digital SLR or a point-and-shoot, you’ll learn the pros’ techniques for getting better shots in camera and their 
disciplined approach to expressing creativity. Learn how to use photo effects including soft vignettes, collages, partial 
color, gorgeous grayscale, select retouching, and more to enhance your images.

10:30 AM Noon Coral Lounge

BREAK
iPhone: The Missing Manual     Speaker: David Pogue

The iPhone took three years to develop, is covered by over 200 patents, and is called “revolutionary” by Apple. It’s an 
iPod, a cellphone, and a wireless touchscreen Internet terminal. David Pogue, New York Times tech columnist and 
author of iPhone: The Missing Manual, will take you through the very latest developments concerning the iPhone, its 
features, its hidden powers, and its backdoors.

7:00 PM 8:30 PM Coral Lounge 

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano

Port Event Start End Location
iPhoto ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

Getting into digital photography? Learn how to make jumbo prints, edit and enhance your photos, and publish your 
photos to the web. We’ll also demonstrate how easy it is to organize and share your photos, by creating a Photocast 
album.

1:30 PM 3:00 PM Coral Lounge

Numbers ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

Introducing Numbers '08, the spreadsheet you’ve been waiting for — and already know how to use. Innovative, 
powerful, and intuitive, Numbers '08 lets you do everything from setting up your family budget to completing a lab report 
to creating detailed financial documents.

3:30 PM 5:00 PM Coral Lounge

BREAK
Extreme Googling     Speaker: David Pogue

So you thought Google was just a Web search page? You ain’t seen nothin’ yet. David Pogue, who won an Emmy for 
his CBS News profile of Google, will unveil the Google you never knew. It’s a white pages, yellow pages, calculator, 
aircraft database, driving map, package tracker, auto database, barcode translator, stock ticker, and much more. He’ll 
explain all — and also take you on a tour of what’s cooking in Google Labs.

6:00 PM 7:30 PM Coral Lounge 

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 8:45 PM — Tiziano

Costa’s Welcome Gala Showtime 11:30 PM — Caruso
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Port Event Start End Location
iMovie ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

In this session, you’ll learn how to create your own digital video masterpieces to put on your shelf next to the Hollywood 
blockbusters. We’ll show you how to edit your digital footage in iMovie using several of its innovative tools.

8:30 AM 10:00 AM Cafè Florian

Personal Podcasting Primer     Speaker: Randal Schwartz

Are you a podcast listener? How would you like to be a podcast creator? It’s easy. If you have a Mac you already have 
most of what you need to join this fast growing medium. GeekCruises’ podcaster, Randal Schwartz, will show you the 
ins and outs of podcast recording, editing, and distribution. Learn how to make a professional sounding show without 
spending a penny, the tricks to finding an audience, using iTunes to do your marketing, and a whole lot more. Bring 
your ideas for your own personal podcast and you’ll have one ready to upload before the cruise ends.

8:30 AM 10:00 AM
Paparazzi Conf. 

Center

iDVD ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

Learn how easy it is to create dazzling DVDs, now in widescreen format. Choose a theme, add movies and photos, and 
voila! Burn a DVD with one click.

10:30 AM Noon Cafè Florian

Mac Productivity Bootcamp     Speaker: Don McAllister

Ready to learn the applications, Preference Panes, scripts, and hacks that can shave an hour off every day? Since the 
introduction of OS X in 2001, we’ve seen an explosion in the creation of smart tools for increasing productivity and 
using our Macs more efficiently. We’ll look at a few of the very best chunks of functionality you can put on your Mac, 
and how to use them to start saving time, starting today.
  • Quicksilver Power Tips
  • Using Spotlight or LaunchBar to get to your applications fast
  • Using TextExpander to supercharge your text entry
  • Automating the management of your files using Hazel
  • Finder enhancements like PathFinder

10:30 AM Noon
Paparazzi Conf. 

Center

LUNCH — ON YOUR OWN (Special Alumni Luncheon for past InSight Cruisers: Tiziano Lower)
Pages ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

Stationery, newsletters, resumes, brochures, reports, proposals, business cards — whatever you write, Pages ’08 
offers an intuitive way to create beautiful, media-rich documents using impressive features you know how to use right 
away.

1:30 PM 3:00 PM Cafè Florian

Selected Bits o’ Retouching Wisdom     Speaker: Lesa King

Retouch photos like a pro with these simple yet powerful techniques. Selective skin softening and sharpening, blemish 
and bag banishing, teeth whitening, and color cast zapping.

1:30 PM 3:00 PM
Paparazzi Conf. 

Center

From Snapshot to Art     Speaker: Lesa King

What story is your photo telling? Explore the many ways of accentuating the subject matter and topic of a photo, 
drawing the viewer’s eye and creating context. Lesa will give her perspective on partial color effects, picture within a 
picture, turning a photo into a pencil sketch, selective blur effects, creative vignettes, and more!

3:30 PM 5:00 PM Cafè Florian

GarageBand ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

Learn how GarageBand can take you from the recording studio to the radio booth. Not only can you compose and 
record music directly into your Mac, now you can also create and record podcasts with or without music and post them 
on the web. No music or broadcasting experience required.

3:30 PM 5:00 PM
Paparazzi Conf. 

Center

BREAK
What’s Left in User Interfaces?     Speaker: Bebo White

Do you wonder what the Mac or iPhone interface might look like in 10–12 years? How much more interactive or rich 
can we expect device interfaces to become? Bebo will discuss some of the current research in human-computer 
interfaces and interaction models and speculate on some of the things we might see (and be able to do) with our 
personal and work devices in the next decade.

6:00 PM 7:30 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 9:15 PM 11:15 PM Tiziano
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Port Event Start End Location
How to Handle 1000 Photos a Day (and Publish 300 of Them)     Speaker: Randal Schwartz

Take a lot of photos when you travel? Would you like to minimize the work of polishing and “publishing” 
while maximizing your artistic exposure? Learn how to manage this kind of work flow when it’s not part of 
your “day job”. Randal will tap his experience with major photo throughput and will show you how to use 
various tools, including Aperture, FlickrExporter, Google Earth, geotagging with GPS, and the Flickr 
interface to share your best digital photos.

8:30 AM 10:00 AM Coral Lounge

Practicing Advanced Productivity Workflow     Speaker: Don McAllister

Transcend from power user to deadly ninja with an action-oriented Mac system. Don gives you an advanced 
look at specific apps for getting organized and productive on your Mac — with a heavy focus on 
implementation of an integrated Mail and Action management system.
  • Mail Tags and Mail Act-on
  • OmniFocus for task management
  • Customizing around how you work (and how you think)
  • Utilizing “life hacks” to boost your productivity

8:30 AM 10:00 AM
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center

Absolutely Aperture     Speaker: Josimar King

Working with professional cameras require working with professional software. Discover how to utilize 
Aperture's robust tools for efficiently organizing and editing your intensive RAW data. Import faster, work 
smarter, then produce better.

10:30 AM Noon Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 10:30 AM Noon
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center
BREAK

Becoming a “Black Belt Googler”     Speaker: Bebo White

In June 2006, the Oxford English Dictionary, the authority on the English language, officially accepted 
“Google” as a verb. It logically follows, then, that “Googling” can be recognized as a skill. In this session 
you’ll learn how to be an “expert ’Googler’” by writing search queries that take full advantage of Google’s 
input logic and optimize your chances of finding exactly what you want quickly and efficiently. You’ll test your 
searching skills with a variety of logic problems and puzzles and trivia contests complete with prizes and 
awards for the best “Googlers.”

6:00 PM 7:30 PM Coral Lounge 

Cocktail Party 7:30 PM 8:30 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano
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Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano
Port Event Start End Location

The iPhone and Your Road Life     Speaker: Randal Schwartz

Wondering how to optimally integrate iPhone’s features and applications into your road life? Here’s a case 
study for you. Randal Schwartz, who travels 30 weeks per year, every year, shows you how he quickly 
implemented his iPhone as a hub of his travelling lifestyle. What’s more, you’ll learn how to bring iPhone 
features and functionality together to better support your road life.

4:30 PM 6:00 PM Coral Lounge

Hidden Gems of Mac OS X     Speaker: Sal Soghoian

Many of Mac OS X’s features are so well-known — thanks to TV commercials, magazine articles, and 
online overviews — that you were familiar with them before you ever installed the OS or turned on your 
latest Mac. There are also plenty of great features that Mac owners eventually learn as they use the OS and 
read up on its capabilities. But then there are the features that go unnoticed — handy tricks and 
technologies that few people use because they’re hidden in various nooks and crannies around the OS, or 
buried inside obscure utilities and applications. In this session, we take a look the features of Mac OS X that 
don’t make it into TV commercials or keynotes, but are still quite useful. We also look at some of the hidden 
and underused features of OS X’s built-in applications — both the programs you’re already using and the 
ones you’ve probably never even launched. You’ll come away with a new appreciation for Mac OS X’s 
unheralded side.

6:30 PM 8:00 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano
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DAY PORT ARRIVE DEPART WIRELESS ACCESS HOURS

Wednesday, Nov. 5 Savona (Genoa), Italy — 5pm Noon – 6pm

Thursday, Nov. 6 Naples, Italy 1pm 7pm 7:30am – 9am & 6pm – Midnight

Friday, Nov. 7 Messina, Sicily 7:30am 1pm 7:30am – 9am & 6pm – Midnight

Saturday, Nov. 8 At Sea — — 11:30am – 1:30pm & 6pm – Midnight

Sunday, Nov. 9 Alexandria, Egypt 8am 9pm 8am – Midnight

Monday, Nov. 10 Limassol, Cyprus 1pm 6pm 7:30am – 9am & 6pm – Midnight

Tuesday, Nov. 11 Marmaris, Turkey 9am 8pm 7:30am – Midnight

Wednesday, Nov. 12 Santorini, Greece 8am 4pm 7:30am – 9am & 6pm – Midnight

Thursday, Nov. 13 Katakolon, Greece 8am 1pm 7:30am – 9am & 6pm – Midnight

Friday, Nov. 14 At Sea — — 11:30am – 1:30pm & 6pm – Midnight

Saturday, Nov. 15 Savona (Genoa), Italy 9am — No Access



Port Event Start End Location
Introduction to Automator     Speaker: Sal Soghoian

Mac OS X version 10.4 “Tiger” introduced Automator, an application that automates anything on your 
computer quickly and easily. Using the power of Mac OS X, Automator controls your applications and files, 
automating — in an instant — what you need done with them. Automator will change the way you use your 
Macintosh. There’s no scripting or coding, it’s drag-and-drop easy. It’s truly “Automation for the rest of us!”
 Apple’s Automator Product Manager, Sal Soghoian, gives you a personalized tour of this innovative 
application and you’ll learn when and how to use Automator to make automating complex or repetitive tasks 
a breeze!

1:30 PM 3:00 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 1:30 PM 3:00 PM
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center
Office 2008 for Mac: Moving from an Intermediate User to a Star     Speaker: Kurt Schmucker

Been using Office 2008 for Mac for a while now, but haven't had time yet to explore some of the its new or 
advanced features?  Whether you are an experienced writer, an accomplished presenter, an avid e-mail 
user, or a real number cruncher, this 90-minute presentation will demonstrate lots of tips and tricks in Office 
2008 for Mac, with an emphasis on the new and advanced features including Publishing Layout View in 
Word, Custom Themes in PowerPoint, new calendar features in Entourage and the Formula Builder tool in 
Excel.

3:30 PM 5:00 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 3:30 PM 5:00 PM
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center
BREAK

Organizing Your Personal Information     Speaker: Don McAllister

A whole new generation of applications allow us to start managing our personal data in many different ways. 
No longer bound by simple files and folder structures, the choices for managing your data can quickly 
become overwhelming. In this session, Don will take you through the various options now available to you 
to manage your data in the most effective way possible.
  • Supercharge using Spotlight
  • Using Metadata to find things fast
  • Harnessing the power of a dedicated Information Manager
  • Choosing the best Information Manager for you!

6:30 PM 8:00 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano
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Port Event Start End Location
Useful Mac Gadgets For Under $50 (and Worth far More)     Speaker: Randal Schwartz

What tools would a connoisseur of Mac freebies actually spend money on? Get the lowdown on Randal’s 
cherished set of utilities and daily-use applications that are all under $50, and which he says are darn well 
worth the money. You’ll review Randal’s favorites and get his usage hints on how you can harness these 
nifty “gadgets” for better productivity.
  But wait! There’s more! We’ll also take a look at Randal’s carefully selected trove of over 200 “free” 
downloads snared by watching VersionTracker and MacUpdate and a few other sources. Learn about the 
best of the lot, why and how Randal selected them, and how even freebies can help you do that thing you 
do.

8:30 AM 11:00 AM Cafè Florian

iWeb ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

You’re ready to take your website, blog, or podcast to the next level. With iWeb, create web sites and blogs 
complete with podcasts, photos, and movies. When it’s time to take your podcasts live, iWeb makes it quick 
and simple.

9:30 AM 11:00 AM
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center

LUNCH -- ON YOUR OWN
One-Finger Automation Tricks in Leopard     Speaker: Sal Soghoian

Automation is everywhere in Leopard, with a dramatically improved easier-to-use Automator and a more 
powerful AppleScript leading the way. Learn how to use these free tools in creative ways:
 • create professional-sounding voice tracks for presentations and podcasts without ever speaking a word!
 • publish your Aperture images to the Internet, optimized and organized for viewing on an iPhone
 • create an automatically updated photo blog using iWeb and your iPhone
 • add a full-screen Cover Flow view to your Finder windows!

1:30 PM 3:00 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 1:30 PM 5:00 PM
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center
Keynote ’08     Speaker: Josimar King

Amaze your audience with cinema-quality presentations that are easier than ever to create. Use the new 
features in Keynote ’08 — the latest version of Apple’s powerful presentation software — to tell your story 
effectively and dramatically.

3:30 PM 5:00 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 3:30 PM 5:00 PM
Paparazzi 

Conf. Center
BREAK

Organizing Your “Digital Memories”     Speaker: Bebo White

Photographs and photo albums (and the memories they relate) are high up on many people’s lists of 
cherished items. But how much information do you remember about your photographs? When and where 
was it taken? Who are all these people? What were the surrounding circumstances? How might all this 
personal “memory keeping” change when so many of our memories are digital multi-media? Will CDs be 
saved instead of photo albums? In this session you’ll learn how to efficiently combine digital photos, video, 
scanned documents, and memory narration using widely available (usually free) applications, and simple 
processes and methods. The results will be priceless records of special events and personal history sure to 
be treasured and understood in context by you and your family. We’ll start right away with your memories of 
this cruise!

6:00 PM 7:30 PM Coral Lounge

INGENIOUS BAR 6:00 PM 8:30 PM
Out. Paparazzi
Conf. Center

Dinner 9:15 PM — Tiziano
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